Approaches for the Synthesis of Decision-Makings
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Abstract— This paper describes author's approaches, intended to obtain new decision-making methods. Approaches reflect morphological aspects of the consideration of decision-makings affect system-wide trends of the development of systems and contain elements of the heuristic nature of the synthesis process. Common for these approaches is the consideration of the synthesis of objects as systems with the goal structure and properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The need of creation of new decision-makings can be caused by the decision of the new, or improve the efficiency of the existing complex and poorly formalized tasks. Some of these problems are:

- Problems solved within the framework of the doctrine of network-centric warfare to enhance the combat capabilities of modern formations [1].
- Automation and control of modern nuclear power plants. One of the main trends of development of NPP ACS is currently a growing volume of processed information, conditioned by the more widespread use of "smart" sensors, and the natural desire of operating personnel "to increase the zone (area) monitoring" of the process [2].
- The decision of forecasting problems with different time horizons [3]. Solving problems of choice of appropriate forecasting models and methods as a result of the increasing complexity of these methods and models [4]. At the same time, forecasting models and methods can be used to form a strategy for the development of technology and innovation.
- The decision of creative tasks, which associated with the conceptual design of complex objects in science, engineering and education [5].

Parameters of subject area can significantly limit the set of admissible decision-makings, up to the empty set [6]. For this reason, the problem of the synthesis of new decision-makings, that will effectively solve the tasks of choosing alternatives in areas, where the application of existing methods is unreasonable and unacceptable, is actual [7].

To solve this problem the authors have developed a number of approaches to the synthesis of the decision-making methods that are listed in the next sections.

II. APPROACHES FOR THE SYNTHESIS OF DECISION-MAKINGS

A. Approach of synthesis based on polarity principle

This principle expresses the idea of the duality of any objects of nature as a fundamental property of the real world. Development of the object is the result of synthesis of two opposing principles. The approach consists of the following steps [8]:

1) Determine the synthesis goal.
2) Select a pair of systems as base of the synthesis of the new system, a set of characteristics corresponding to the goal. It is advisable to pre-analyze the basic systems with indicating of main structural elements and functions.
3) Make a comparative analysis systems (subsystems) with bipolar scales of attributes. At this stage it is necessary to allocate a number of useful properties that correspond to the characteristics of systems (subsystems), included in the base of the synthesis.
4) Select the basic subsystem, upon which the new system is synthesized. The base subsystem is most full corresponds to the synthesis of goal;
5) Formulate requirements for the system (subsystem) to be created using selected strategy (goals) and limitations imposed by the previously synthesized systems (subsystems);
6) Select the elements of basic systems that implement requirements;
7) For each element establish conditions for the using in the new system;
8) Transform selected elements, or add new elements of external systems to resolve the conflicting demands of adjacent elements.
9) Compose subsystems considering formulated requirements from the modified elements of compared systems, and from elements of external systems that satisfy formulated requirements.
10) Perform repeated synthesis (if necessary) of the previously created systems (subsystems).
11) Compose goal system considering formulated requirements from the modified elements of compared systems, and from elements of external systems that satisfy formulated requirements.

At various stages of the synthesis approach, each of decision-makings included in base synthesis, considered as a system consisting of various subsystems. An example of using this approach is given in [9], where described a process of synthesis of the verbal hierarchical classification method. An example of using this approach for synthesis of ARACE verbal decision making is method given in [10,11].

B. Approach of synthesis of object- and problem-oriented decision-makings based on morphological principle

This approach is based on the morphological method Zwicky and uses heuristics to improve the functions of decision-making to be created [12]. A significant advantage of the morphological method Zwicky is its relatively easy to implement by hardware. This helps to reduce the time costs in forming of the initial set of variants of the solution. The approach consists of two stages – the goal setting (GS) and the goal achievement (GA). In general terms, goal setting – the primary control phase of the synthesis, which provides a statement of the general purpose and set of goals (objectives tree) in accordance with the purpose of the system, strategic settings and the nature of tasks. Goal achievement – the active control synthesis phase, which consists of transition of the object of synthesis from the current state to the target state.

Goal setting stage consists of following steps:

1) The analysis of the decision-making, which consists of determining the composition of functions, the algorithm of the method, advantages and disadvantages, the boundaries of their applicability.
2) The definition of classification criteria of decision-making.
3) The determination development trends of decision-making.
4) The classification of decision-making.
5) The formalization of development trends of decision-making.
6) The determination of the classification criteria of problems of synthesis problem - and object-oriented methods.
7) The inversion of part of classification criteria for the production the synthesis problem.
8) The formulation of the synthesis problem.
9) The construction of the mask of the synthesis. The mask is divided into two kinds of requirements: "hard" and "soft" requirements, which reduce the set of possible solutions.
10) The imposition of the synthesis mask on a set of methods for obtaining basic set of decision-making, that will be involved in the synthesis process.
11) The decomposition of decision-making into subsystems, making description of subsystems, analysis of information flows in and between of subsystems.
12) The definition of hierarchy of functions and classification criteria for description in a synthesized decision-making, determine the types of parameters of subsystems.
13) The construction of the table of candidate morphological subsystems involved in the synthesis process.

The goal achievement stage consists of following steps:

1) Evaluate candidate subsystems and construct their models;
2) Synthesis of new subsystems method which comprises the following steps:
   - Construction of models of candidate subsystems.
   - Consideration of information flows in candidate subsystems.
   - Construction of the generalized model of the synthesized method.
   - Analysis of models of candidate subsystems for compliance with the generalized model of the synthesized method.
   - Resolving the possible consistency problem of new decision-making by using of the following approaches: localization of incompatibility; reduction of incompatible elements to the particular case; exclusion requirements.

3) The development of functionality of synthesized method with known approaches.

The division into stages of goal setting and goal achievement in the synthesis is conventional and does not have clear boundaries. Step goal-setting stage is completed when the task of synthesis is defined. However, since the problem is constantly refined, this stage lasts longer and does not stop at once. The same is true about the goal achievement stage.

This approach has been used to create a DSS Unicum [13], intended for ranking alternatives that have both qualitative and quantitative criteria estimates.

C. Approach of synthesis based on morphological principle and three-stage matching

To use this approach, the way describing of decision-makings was identified. In this way each method is considered as a set of sequential steps (processes) transformation of information until the initial solution have received [14]. The ADSM- model (Attribute, Data-flow, Step, Method) is used for description of decision-makings:

- $a$ – the attribute is a tuple $\langle aName,aGroup \rangle$; $aName$ – name of the attribute; $aGroup$ – group of the attribute.
- $d$ – the data-flow is a tuple $\langle dName,A \rangle$; $dName$ – name of the data-flow; $A = \{a_1, ..., a_j\}$ – set of attributes of the data-flow.
- $s$ – the step is a tuple $\langle sName,D_{in},D_{out},A \rangle$; $sName$ – name of the step; $D_{in} = \{d_1, ..., d_m\}$ – set
of input data-flows, where \( m \) – count of input data-flows of the step; \( D_{in} = \{d_1, \ldots, d_m\} \) – set of output data-flows, where \( n \) – count of output data-flows of the step; \( A = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \) – set of attributes of the step of the decision-making.

- \( m \) – the decision-making is an ordered set of the steps \( \{s_1, \ldots, s_k\} \), which transforms input data-flows into output data-flows.

For structured elements were defined next operations:

- \( D_{in}(s) = \{d_1, \ldots, d_m\} \) – getting the set of input data-flows of the step \( s \).
- \( D_{out}(s) = \{d_1, \ldots, d_m\} \) – getting the set of output data-flows of the step \( s \).
- \( A(s) = \{a_1, \ldots, a_k\} \) – getting the set of attributes of the step \( s \).
- \( A(d) = \{d_1, \ldots, d_t\} \) – getting the set of attributes of the data-flow \( d \).
- \( Group(a) = aGroup \) – getting the group of the attribute \( a \).

The prerequisites of the synthesis procedure are:

1) All decision-makings must be decomposed into sequential steps and must be described as information objects.
2) “Given” and “required” data-flows must be defined.

When all prerequisites were performed, the block-labyrinth morphological method performs iteratively. The condition of existence of the solution is: at least one output data-flow of the previous step corresponds with one incoming data-flow of the next step. The determinacy of the step calculates during synthesis process. The determinacy is ratio of the number of linked input data-flows related to the total number of input data-flows of the step. Then solutions are sorted by the multiplicative criterion and selected best ones.

The essence of the solution is the conceptual structure the conversion process of input data into the output data.

This approach was implemented in the synthesis support system of decision-makings "Alpha-Synthesis" [15], by which a number of decision-makings were synthesized.

D. Approach of synthesis based on heuristic patterns

To create this approach the group of criteria of game theory with the nature has been analyzed. The recurrence of some of the structural elements in different criteria was detected in the results of the comparative analysis, where ontology schemas were built. These repetitive elements formed the basis for the creation of structural patterns database. Below are examples of some patterns:

1) Variability of integral estimation. The estimate is form using an integral summation, product, determining the average value, etc., which is then use to make a decision.
2) Filter. The decision depends on the parameter of the system, which does not participate in the formation of integral estimate of alternatives. The parameter filters out unwanted options of the solution, amd may be an external parameter, or formed in the process of decision making.
3) Regulator. The element, which regulates the degree of realization of each of the inverse (in the general case different) functions, integrates into the decision-making.
Functions are executed in parallel. It is possible to use two or more functions.
4) Hierarchy. Decision making is carried out in several stages, between which there is approval procedure intermediate solutions, the results of the previous stages are used at the next level of the hierarchy.

In general, the synthesis approach with the use of heuristic patterns consists of the following steps:

1) The multidimensional analysis of the decision-makings.
   Determination of structural and functional elements.
2) Construction of models analyzed the decision-makings.
3) Setting the goal of synthesis.
4) Formation of base of synthesis - a set of decision-makings, which collection of properties meet the synthesis goal.
5) Selection of the prototype method.
6) Convert the structural scheme of the method-prototype using the heuristic patterns, which corresponds with the synthesis goal, and complement it with the necessary subsystems of decision-making, included in the synthesis of the base.
7) Matching the target decision-making with heuristic patterns, designed to solve matching problems.
8) Evaluation of the decision-making on the subject of the expansion limits of applicability, the account large number of environmental factors, the accuracy of decision-making and other specified performance indicators.

Examples of using this approach are given in [16], where the inversion of forming of estimate of alternative heuristic pattern was used.

III. THE RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF APPROACHES

The analysis of the sequence of operations performed by designer to create of new decision-makings, allowed to identify main stages of the system synthesis process of decision-making: selection the method of synthesis, where the target state decision-making is formed; formation of base of synthesis, where the set of elements which will compose the target method of decision-making is selected; combination of elements and agreeing target method of decision-making and its subsystems, where the conceptual structure of the target method is formed; variation, where the family of new methods is created with using if intermediate results of the synthesis. In general, the steps can be divided into groups: goal setting (GS), goal achievement (GA) and the variation of the goal (VG).
The basis of the majority of procedures that are used in the analysis of the approach to the synthesis of the decision-making, are:

1) The inversion, which is used to ensure maximum growth of novelty.
2) The combinatorial approach, which is used to maximize the result of variation.
3) The formation of a field of knowledge, which is based on the properties or functional / elemental composition of the decision-making.

The problem the synthesis can be described formally as follows: X=<F, A, F_A, F_B, C, C_0, C_1, M, E>, where:

- F – the set of characteristics, which describes the synthesis problem.
- A – the decision making environment described by verbal way.
- F_A – the set of the characteristics of decision making environment, that are restrictions imposed on the synthesis result.
- F_B – the set of characteristics that should have the target method decision making.
- C – set of the existing decision-making methods, each of which is presented in the form of structural C_s and functional C_f model.
- The C_s and C_f models which are presented as the set of structural and functional elements with defined relationships.
- M – the compatibility matrix of properties, which determines the possibility of combining the existing structural and functional properties of subsystems.
- E – set of synthesis control rules that determine the variability of the target system, the synthesis depth algorithm for selecting optimal decision on a wave.

The synthesis process can be described as follows:

1) Forming sets F_A - the selection of characteristics that may be used to describe the target and decision-making environment.
2) Forming set C – definition of the decision-makings that will be the prototype of the target decision-making.
3) Forming models C_s and C_f – carrying multidimensional analysis of the decision-makings. Selecting and decomposition of functional subsystems and structural elements.
4) The mapping between elements of models C_s and C_f and set F.
5) Forming set E – assignment synthesis management rules.
6) Forming set F_B – definition of synthesis goal.
7) Forming the synthesis base D – a sets of functional, structural elements, which properties match with synthesis conditions.
8) Forming variants of the target system from elements of set D with taking into account of defined requirements F_A, F_B.
9) Evaluation of obtained results with rules E and transition to the next iteration of synthesis or stop synthesis process.

The novelty of the result can be estimated using the approach in which result characteristics compared with models and specifications C_s, C_f of prototype-methods.

Target system quality indicator is an emergent property, which can be defined by expert as the degree of achieve the stated targets.

In accordance with the results of analysis the following conclusions can be made:

1) The target component of the choice of different approaches to the synthesis of decision-makings is information about the decision making environment, decision-makings which can be selected as prototypes and the degree of their formalization.
2) Heuristic approaches can be selected in a situation where there is a lack of objective information about the environment and prototypes of decision-makings, and the main operations of the synthesis are performed by constructor.

IV. CONCLUSION

The result of choice of approach to the synthesis depends on the result of the multi-dimensional analysis of the decision-makings.

Heuristic approaches are primarily designed to reduce the dimension of the feasible set of solutions, reducing the burden on the designer, on the process of the execution of cognitive operations and can be used in non-formalized statement of the problem in the synthesis.

Morphological approach should be used in situations where there is a description of the purpose and decision-makings as a set of characteristic features and it is possible to build morphological matrix. In this case, the efficiency of the process of synthesis can be improved by automating the generation variants of solution.

The goal setting stage is crucial in the sequence of steps of synthesis of new system. The goal can be set in advance or may be formed as a result of the analysis of the problem area. The purpose of the synthesis may be: the expansion of the range of applicability of the existing decision-makings, the elimination of the existing shortcomings, the adaptation to the new conditions of the decision making environment. The input data for the group stages of goal setting is a description of the problem.

In this context, becomes relevant automation tasks, which currently can be solved with the help of designer cognitive operations only:

1) Selection and ranking functions to be forcing of.
2) Identification and ranking of the shortcomings of the decision-makings in the case of inversion.
3) Identification of problem areas and their formalization and ranking.
4) The choice of the most appropriate development trends, taking into account of which leads to creation of new efficient decision-makings.

The goal achievement stage actualizes goal, formed at the goal setting stage. As well as goal setting stage, the goal achievement stage performed at various levels of decision-making during the synthesis process.

The goal achievement stage taking into account goal of synthesis generates decision-making. Moreover, the formation of the synthesis base, arrangement, eliminates conflicts between components (if necessary, re-synthesis of components) are performed for the system goal and each of their subsystems.

Upon completion of the synthesis process, the process of variations of the target decision-making is running. In this process, the obtained decision-making is used as a starting point for creating family of new decision-makings, which will formed with the approaches that used to solve the goal achievement problem.

It should be noted, that the system synthesis of decision-makings is hard-formalized process in which a decisive role is played by expert-construct. The effectiveness of this process depends on the quality of the performance of cognitive operations.

However, there are areas in which existing information technology can support and improve the performance of the process of system synthesis. This primarily concerns the areas of generation of sets of variants (using a combinatorial approach), evaluation and selection (using the knowledge base that reflects the preferences of the decision maker model or set of selection rules).
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